
INSTRUCTION MANUAL
HAIR DRYER

OR-HD13



BASIC CHARACTERISTICS:
 Voltage: 115 – 230V
 Frequency: 50/60Hz
 Power: 1200W
 2 speeds,2 heat settings
 styling concentrator

HOW TO USE YOUR HAIRDRYER

1. There is a changeable voltage switch. Check if the voltage indicated on the appliance
corresponds to the local mains voltage before you connect the appliance.

2. Always ensure the switch is set to OFF position before plugging the unit the power outlet.
3. Use the high setting for drying hair, and use low setting for styling.
4. Should the hair dryer stop for any reason, turn it off at once and let it cool down.
5. Adjust the desired blowing strength:

Position 0:   OFF
Position 1:   Half power, medium temperature for gentle drying and styling
Position 2:   Full power, high temperature for quick drying

CLEANING AND CARE

IMPORTANT: Always ensure that hair dryer is disconnected from the mains supply before
cleaning.
Use a damp cloth for cleaning and wipe dry. This will help preserve the original finish of your hair
dryer.
Abrasive cleaners should not be used.

WARNING: Never immerse the hair dryer in water and always ensure that plug is kept dry.

Frequently clean out any hair or fluff that becomes stuck in the inlet filter. To clean the filter,
vacuum or dry brunch clean, never immerse the filter in water. Failure to keep filter clean may
result in overheating.

WARNING: Keep this appliance away from water. Do not use this appliance near water

and bathtubs, showers, basins or other vessels containing water.

IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS

When using electrical appliances, especially when children are present, basic safety precautions
should always be followed, including the following:

READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE USING

DANGER-To reduce the risk of electrocution:



1. Always unplug this appliance immediately after using.
2. Do not use while bathing.
3. Do not place or store appliance where it can fall or be pulled into a tub of sink.
4. Do not place in or drop into water or other liquid.
5. Do not reach for an appliance that has fallen into water. Unplug immediately.

WARNING-To reduce the risk of burns, electrocution, fire, or injury to persons:
1. This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with reduced physical,

sensory or metal capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have been
given supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance by a person responsible for
their safety.

2. Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance.
3. When the hairdryer is used in a bathroom, unplug it after use since the proximity of water

presents a hazard even when the hairdryer is switched off.
4. Do not use this appliance near bathtubs, showers, basins or other vessels containing water.
5. This appliance should never be left unattended when plugged in.
6. Close supervision is necessary when this appliance is used by, on, or near children or

invalids.
7. Use this appliance only for its intended use as described in this manual. Do not use

attachments not recommended by the manufacturer.
8. If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer or its service agent or

a similarly qualified person in order to avoid a hazard.
9. Never operate this appliance if it has a damaged cord or plug, if it is not working property, or if

it has been dropped, damaged, or dropped into water. Return the appliance to a service
center for examination and repair.

10. Keep the cord away from heated surfaces. Do not wrap the cord around the appliance.
11. Never block the air openings of the appliance or place it on a soft surface, such as a bed or

couch, where the air openings may be blocked. Keep the air openings free of lint, hair, and the
like.

12. Never use while sleeping.
13. Never drop or insert any object into any opening or hose.
14. Do not use outdoors or operate where aerosol (spray) products are being used or where

oxygen is being administered.
15. Do not use an extension cord with this appliance.
16. Do not direct hot air toward eyes or other heat sensitive areas.
17. Attachments may be hot during use. Allow them to cool before handling.
18. Do not place appliance on any surface while it is operating.
19. While using the appliance , keep your hair away from the air inlets.
20. For additional protection the installation of a residual current device (RCD) with a rated
residual operating current not exceeding 30 mA is advisable in the electrical circuit supplying the
bathroom. Ask your installer for advice.



Terms and conditions of Good safe and efficient utilization
1) There is a changeable voltage switch. Check if the voltage indicated on the appliance
corresponds to the local mains voltage before you connect the appliance.
2)Keep this appliance clean for proper operating. Never block or clog air intakes, otherwise
overheated will be happen. Never drop or insert any object into any opening or hose.
3)Never allow the supply cord to be twisted, pulled, bent, or wrapped around the dryer. If the cord
is twisted, to untwist the cord before use. When not in use, this appliance should be stored in a
safe, dry location, out of reach of children.
4) This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with reduced physical,
sensory or metal capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have been given
supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance by a person responsible for their
safety.
5) Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance.
6) While using the appliance , keep your hair away from the air inlets.
The place of storage should be inaccessible for direct sun rays, high humidity. Avoid mechanical
damages of the device. Storage conditions of this device: Temperature -20°C- +60°C, Humidity
10%-80%
Protect our environment:do not dispose of electrical equipment in the domestic waste.
Please return any electrical equipment that you will no longer use to the collection points
prodided for their disposal.This helps avoid the potential effects of incorrect dispose on the
environment and human health.This will contribute to the recycling and other forms of reutifisation
of electrical and electronic equipment. Information concerning where the equipment can be
disposed of can be obtained from your local lauthority.

Warranty obligations of the manufacturer
Hair dryer OR-HD13 is according to the approved sample. This device is completely safe to use
and doesn’t make a harmful effect on the environment if the owner observes all the rules that are
stated in this Instruction Manual. Warranty period for this device is 12 months from the date of
purchase excluding the time spent in service center. The owner of the device has guarantee
rights if warranty card is filled in correctly. Details regarding guarantee conditions can be obtained
from the dealer from whom the appliance was purchased.

Name: ORION OR-HD13
Purpose: Hair dryer

Assembled in P.R.C. under strict control of ORION Electronics Ltd
Developed by ORION Electronics Ltd

Address of the developer: 29 Jaszbereni st, Budapest 1106, Hungary, Europe
Manufacturing date: May 2011
Guarantee period: 12 months

Warranty service: "Foxtrot service", Kyiv, 44 Schuseva st.
Certificates: SHESO081100557HSIC-1 by SGS

Net weight: 340g
Gross weight: 415g

Color: black with orange


